# Deep Run Elementary School
## PBIS Leveled Behaviors

### Level One

**Level One Student Behaviors**
- Not walking silently (Zero Voice Level) in the hallway
- Not following teacher directions
- Disrupting learning of others/Not working quietly
- Not keeping self to self
- Inappropriate use of materials
- Use of unkind/disrespectful language

**Possible Teacher Responses to Behavior**
- No formal reminders needed
- Re-teach behavior expectations
- First reminder / “That's One”
- Offer time away or chance to cool down

### Level Two

**Level Two Student Behaviors**
- 2 reminders needed to follow staff directions
- Continued use of (low level) inappropriate language
- Disrespectful language/talking back to the teacher
- Disrupting learning of others
- Inappropriate physical contact
- Misuse of instructional materials
- Teasing of others

**Possible Teacher Responses to Behavior**
- Second formal reminder of expected behavior / “That’s Two”
- Third formal reminder of expected behavior / “That’s Three…Take Five.”
- Offer time away/chance to “cool down” possible
- Communication with families…
  - Ranger Reflection Form could be completed if Stop-Think-Reflect with adult is required compared to just a second formal warning
  - Possible teacher note in Agenda Book if not given a Ranger Reflection

### Level Three

**Level Three Student Behaviors**
- 3 or more reminders needed to follow directions
- Threatening and/or bullying others
- Physical attack on others/ unsafe behavior
- Refusal to stay in designated area for learning
- Leave the building without permission
- Not following HCPSS Code of Conduct
  - Levels 3-5: Administrative Response Required

**Possible Teacher Responses to Behavior**
- Level One and Two responses tried and behavior persists
- Reflect on Ranger Reflection form is completed if Stop-Think-Reflect with adult is required
- Office Disciplinary Referral (ODR) could be completed if administration involvement is needed
- Administrative Consult is necessary for an ODR